
MILLTON LIBIAMO AMPHORA CHENIN
BLANC 2020

$49.99 elsewhere $55.99

From NZ's biodynamic pioneers

Product Code: 4936

Country: New Zealand

Region: Gisborne

Style: Orange

Closure: Cork

Unit: Each

Volume: 750ml

Alcohol: 12.0%

Grape: 100% Chenin Blanc

Natural: Biodynamic

New Zealand
Wide Delivery

Free Shipping for
Christchurch orders
$150.00 and over

Click & Collect
available

VIEW PRODUCT ONLINE

TASTING NOTES
James and Annie Millton are synonymous with Biodynamic farming and have been pushing New Zealand's winemaking
boundaries since planting their Te Arai vineyard in 1984. They are also known for producing some of New Zealand's finest
Chenin Blanc. The Libiamo range represents the next generation for the Millton family, in particular their children, this
generation now look for something that is completely un-manipulated and doesn't leave a debt or burden on the planet. 

Winery notes (2020 Vintage)
"Crisp and pucker with a calcified surrounding. The Chenin Blanc was handpicked destemmed and fermented on skins in
amphora for 220 days. Pressed and returned to vessel for élevage. Unfined and unfiltered, this uncompromised wine offers a
perfect journey from our place to your glass. With love and gratitude." 

Reviews for the 2017 vintage below... 

95/100 Jamie Goode, October 2018  (2017 Vintage)
"This is quite special. It’s an amphora-fermented Chenin Blanc with a dash of Marsanne, that’s on its skins for 222 days, and
then pressed and bottled unfiltered with minimal SO2 added. It’s made by Millton in Gisborne, the biodynamic pioneers of

https://vinofino.co.nz/?post_type=product&p=24265


New Zealand. 
Slightly cloudy. Beautifully aromatic with just a little bit of lift, and lovely lemon, tinned pear and lychee on the nose. There’s
some stoniness, too. The palate dances with a vital, lively, lemony edge, some baked apple hints, a trace of beeswax and
lovely chalky stoniness. You take a sip and it invites another: such a detailed, engaging wine. Real finesse, finishing long."
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